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SUB Plans Week Of Dedication Activities
The Student Union Board has announced that the plans for the
Dedication of the new University
Center have been completed. The date
set aside for the Dedication ceremonies
is Friday, March 30, 1973.
Tours of the new University Center's
facilities will begin at 10 a.m. and will
run continuously until the time of the
Dedication. This will enable students
and guests who are not familiar with
the building, to become acquainted with
the facili ties.
The Dedication ceremony will start
at 3:00 p.m. and will be held in Centennial Hall. John Lindstrom, the
presedent of the Student Union Board,
will act as Master of Ceremonies. The
keynote speaker for the occasion will be
Michael L. Deelo who was president of
the Student Union Board in 1966 and
presently is working for St. Joe Lead
Co. in Pennsylvania. The public is invited to the Dedication ceremony.

An informal reception is planned
after the ceremony. At 7:00 p.m. that
evening, the Alumni Associa tion is
planning a banquet in Centennial Hall.
F. Stilman Elfred will be the M. C. and
Harry Kessler will be the guest
speaker. Elfred is the chairman of the
University Center fund raising committee for the Alumni Association.
Kessler, also a MSM alumni, is a
successful businessman in St. Louis.
Tickets for the dinner may be obtained
through the Alumni Association (first
floor, Harris Hall) at a cost of five
dollars per person.
To coincide with the Dedication,
Chancellor Merl Baker has declared
the week of March 25-30 as Dedication
Week. The SUB has planned activities
throughout that week. It is in hopes that
everyone will participate in one or all of
the events of that week.
To start the week off, a movie, Wait
Until Dark, will be shown on Sunday,
March 25 at 4:30 and 6:00 p.m.

On Monday, special rates in the
billiard room have been arranged.
Couples will be able to play at half
price. That evening, at 8:00 p.m., entertainment will be provided by the
Rolla Chamber Choir. The concert will
be given in Centennial Hall.
A coffeehouse will be held on Tuesday
from 7:00 to 11:30 p.m. in Centennial
Hall . Featured at the coffeehouse will
be folk singer, John Biggs. Between
performances a movie orgy will be
shown. The Orgy will feature comedies,
westerns, cartoons, and news events of
the 30's to 40's. Among these are W. C.
Fields, Charlie Chaplin, Roy Rogers,
Felix the Cat, and many more. There
will be free peanuts and popcorn.
The UMR Music Dept. will provide
entertainment on Wednesday, March
28. The University Concert Band will
present "A Program of American
Music." The program will include the
music from many of the great

American plays and movies. Dr. David
L. Oakley will direct the band and
James Ring will narrate the program.
The concert will be held at 8:00 p.m. in
Centennial Hall.
On Thursday, the SUB has planned a
Casino-Nightclub from 8:00 to 12:00
midnight in Centennial Hall. Featured
in the nightclub will be the Rio
Clemente Trio with comedy provided
by Anderson and Elven. The Rio
Clemente Trio is a nightclub group
from New Jersey which plays jazz,
rock , and classical music.
At the Casino, card, dice and chance
games will be operated by faculty
members. Play money will be issued.
Thus rounds out the events of
Dedication Week. Plan to attend all of
the activities ' and, especially, the
Dedication ceremony at 3:00 p.m .
Friday. If you plan to attend the
banquet, you should notify the Alumni
Association by March 19.
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Russian Harpists To Perform March 9
g.
6,7
be

Wha t is inore glamorous than that
special moment in orchestral music
when the harp begins the accelerando
and flourish of cadenza? Multiply this
excitement by four , and you have
something on the impact and glow of
CHITIRI ARPI fom the Soviet Union
(simple translation: Four Harps)
which appears ar UMR University
Center March 9 at 7:30 p.m. The group
os sponsored by the Student Union
Board. It will be open to the public at no
charge.The ensemble features the four
leading women harpists of the Soviet
Union, and represents one of the firsts
occasions on which Russians have sent
a smaller ensemble (other than
chamber music groups) on tour outside
their own countr. The four young ladies
of the ensemble are Misses Alia
Buzkova, Ozana Golubnichenko,
Natalia Kochurina . and Marina
Smirnova. Soviet tour organizers claim
that this harp quartet is the first and
only such ensemble in the world, but
North American audiences may
remember an ensemble known as the
Angelaires, which toured in 1964 and
1965 and which presented four harpists
from the United States. However,
CHITIRI ARPI is certanly the longest
standing such ensemble. The members
fo the group have been together as an
ensemble since they graduated from
the Moscow State Conservatory in 1956.
Tlieir professor, Ksenia Erdeli, was a
" People's Artist of the U.S.S.R." and it
was his idea to enter the Quartet in the
VIth International Youth Festival in
that same year . The result suprized the
Professor, as well as his pupils! They
were instantly awarded the title of
Laureate, and then and there decided to
remain together as an ensemble.
The 1973 Spring Session represents
the second North American tour by the
30viet ensemble , CHITIRI APR!.
There is always something exotic and
glamorous about the harp in the
Symphony Orchestra .. .something
special about that moment in music
just before the flourish and accelerando
of the harp cadenza.

Mu)tiply this excitement by four, and
you have the impact, and the glow of
CHITIRI ARPI-virtuoso Soviet emsemble featuring the four leading
women harpists of the U .S.S.R. on tour
for the first time in the United States
and returning to Canada after ' last
season's triumphs. Their repertoire has
been espically created for tours of the
U .S.S.R. and North America, and from
the pens of leading Soviet composers
and arrangers , offers a wide crosssection of memorable music specially
suited to the flowing sound of the harp
ensemble.
The four members of the Quartet
were all students at the famous Moscow

Conservatory in the late 50's. Their
professor, Ksenia Erdeli, founder of the
Soviet school of the harp suggested they
from an ensemble :md entered them in
the 6th World Youth and Student
Festival competition in Moscow in 1957.
They won first prize in an undisputed
musical triumph and the Festival
contest launched a concert career
which has flouri~hed since then.
The popularity of this quartet is
steadily growing. On the occasion of
their tenth anniversary Misses
Buskova, Golubnichenko, Kochurina
and Smirnova won the Grand Gold
. Medal at the Third International
Festival fo Chamber Music in Plovdiv.

In 1971 they came to North America
for their first tour which involved 32
concerts in Canada , including ' appearances throughout the Northwest
Territories.
The 1973 tour of North America, once
again, has been made possible by the
cooperation of the Soviet Government
concert agency in sending the four
precious harps by air to New York.
Transporation during the tours
utilizes a specially constructed maxivan with "foam rubber cushioned harp
bedds" and an elaborate system of seat
belts for the harps. National Safety .
Council please note: Harps and harpists fasten safety belts every morning.
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Conce r t : Ch itir i Arps (fou r ha r ps ) Guests from Russia
March9
7 :30
Ce ntennial Hall
Bik e Scavenger Hunt Signup

March 9-1 4
March 12-16

Bike Race Signup
Concert: McKendree Spring
4 :30

Ma rch 17

MP Bldg _

Ma rch 19-23

Doubles Tennis Sig nu p

March 25-30

Dedi cati on Week

Jack Lemmon in his most
important dramatic
role since
"The Days of
Wine and Roses:'

UMR Music Groups Plan
Extensive Spring Tous
University of MissouriRolla 's Musical groups have a
healthy travel schedule this
spring in addition to presenting
seven varied musical programs
on campus .
Thursday (March 8) the UMR
Concert band and University
Chorus will present an
assembl y
program
at
Hazelwood High School in St.
Louis at 10:30 a .m.
That afternoon the Chamber
Band will hold a taping session
at KETC
(Channel 9) playing
music to be used for the
sta tion 's sign-{ln and sign-off
segments.

Thursday (March 29) UMR's
Stage Band and Barbershop
Ensemble will journey to Salem
to present an assembly
program for Salem High School
students .
Kansas City is the destination
of the UMR Stage Band of
Saturday (April 28 ). They will
com pete in the Mid-America
J a zz Contes t sponsored by
UMR' s
sister
campus ,
University of Missouri-Kansas
City.
UMR ba nds are under the
direction of Dr. David Oakley
and UMR choral groups are
dir ected by Joel Kram me ,
instructor in music.

P E RMAN E NT
EMPLOYMENT

Ma r ch 13
Central Illinois Public Service
Western Geophysical

Ron
Stra whu n

Tbe l'nitersily oj MIssouri - Rolla
requests tbe pleasure oj ),our compall),
at tbe dedlcatioll ceremOTII(!S alld banquet
oj tbe UniverSl/y Center
Friday , March 30, 1973
Dedicalio7l 3:00 p. m.

R.S. V .P. March 19, 1973

March 23 . Information and
applications may be acquired
from Dr. R. E . Carlile, 310
Norwood.
Mechanical
Engineer
Student: Finland, Germany ,
Israel , Sweden, Norway; Civil
Engineer Student: Switzerland,
Netherlands ; Biology: Israel ;
Geo-Chemistry: Netherlands ;
Physics: Netherlands.
Most positions are for 8-10
weeks starting in June with a
salary commensurate with that
country's standards. Juniors
a nd a bove are normall y
~~~_ _ _ _ _ _ _

_

1 regre t I will be unabl e to afl end tbe
ba7lqu et .

( Pleas e mak e che ck payable to the U7l ive rsi ty
o j Miss ouri- Rolla. )
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _
Address _ __ _ _ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ __ _
( P lease prl7lt)

";_"I i==ii i i i i i i i i i i i i i i; ; ; i i i L..!==========t

ESTEY JEWELRY
The Fine-s t In Diamonds
And Jewelry
U.M.R. Class Rings
715 Pine St.

364-2142

..,;'9.

TERM PAPERS

... . . ;:...;~

Send lor lour descrlpllve . up 10 dale
128 page ma d order cala ,og 01 2.30"
Qual,ly termpapers Enclose S1 00 to
tover postage and handlr ng

"We need,a IOCiI I sale sm.

Rolla, Mo.

I'm hooked on

CLEAN USED CARS

519 GLENROCK AVE., SUITE 203
LOS ANGElES, CALIF. 90024
(213) 477-8474 • 477-5493
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Cook Paint and Varnish
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ask for
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Unive rs it y Center C ente7111wl Hall

Summer Engineering Jobs
Now Available Overseas
The International Association
of the Exchange of Students of a
Tee h n i c a I Ex per i e nee
(lAESTE) is the oldest and
largest engineering-science
exchange program in the world
serving to place undergraduate
and graduate technical students
in summer jobs in a foreign
country. As a non-profit
organization , IAESTE arranges
all details of these exchanges
normally six months in advance
of the summer job timing.
There are a number of late job
av a il abil ities listed below.
Deadline for application is

N SPITE Of YOUR TEST SCORES IHERE IS ONE FACTOR
IN MY 6CORING YOLlR fiNAL GRA{/E ;HA; 'YOU OBVIOUSLY
HP-VEN'T1AI<EN INTD
- I Jusr DON'! L\ KJ; YOU,' l
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a fluorescent
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flavored,

RUBBER SALMON
EGG
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U.M.R.
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CAMPUS BOOK
STORE
This Week's Special
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SfuCo Referendum St. Patrick Celebration
Held This Week

This Wednesday and Thursday, March 7 and 8, the Student
Council will hold a referendum
for the purpose of amending the
Student Council Constitution.
The highlights of the proposed
changes are the following.
Dimissal from the Council now
depends on absences from
regular meetings along with
these.
Another change is to the
stated purpose of the Council.
They wish to delete the Council
conducting meetings for "the
purpose of fostering and
promoting school spirit."
The election of Council officers
will be in March instead of April
under another amendment. The
number of meetings will be

reduced of two a month to one,
the second Tuesday of the
month.
The last major change has to
do with the number of students
that vote to change . the constitution. In the past twenty
percent of the student body had
to vote in the election. Now this
amount will be changed to
thirty percent.
Probobly one of the more
important changes is to the
rules governing the election of
unaffiliated representatives to
the Council. Now 50 signatures
of students who are unaffiliated
with organizations on the
Student Council be requried on
the petition. In the past the
number had been 100.

Chancellor, Student Leaders
Discuss Campus Problems
Last
Wednesday evening,
Chancellor Baker held a
dinner meeting for campus
leaders. The topic of discussion
was Administrative Evaluation .
At appearances level, it seemed
to be an affair where the people
who could possibly have imput
into
an
Administrative
Evaluation, were to be 'wined
and dined' and then sent out to
promote the Adminstration. In
reality this was far from true.
The true topic of discussion
was student gripes with
Adminstration
of
Administrative services. The
areas thrown open ranged from
student participation on Tenure
Committees to Graduate
students getting paid on time, or
the Computer Center, or a new
auditorium.
The
areas
discussed were attacked,
defended ,
and
proposed
changes, but what happens
now?
All through the evening
Chancellor Baker was continuously reminding Mr .
Ponder and Mr. Wollard, the
only other administrative personnel there, to make a note of
this , make a note of that, see
what can be done about this ,
etc., but will they?? If these two

men take me tIme to do
something about these complaints or suggestions, real
progress could be made. If hese
two men look beneath the
surface, or approach the
problems from the students
point of view they could really
learn that there are really more
than just the Administrative or
Faculty point of view. The
students have their viewpoint,
and though it may vary from
student to student each should
be considered.
The faculty is making rapid
progress toward this end with
their Student Academic Council
representatives and the student
involvement with faculty
committees, but now its the
Administration's turn . Granted
there
are
students
on
Adminisrtative
Committees,
but if you've attented these
meetings you'll realize there is
a definite atmosphere of
unaccomplishment at them.
These meetings which tend to
be excerises in futility are what
the Administration should
correct first, and possibly
they've taken a step in this
direction by this recent dinner
meeting, but we 'll wait and see
if this new approach works .

KSMS Call Letters
May Be Changed
Many have wondered in
recent weeks whether or not
KMSM will remain a part of the
UMR campus next semester.
The answer to this question is
yes ; however , some important
changes will take place.
When the UniverSity of
Missouri 's educational radio
station begins its operation at
88.5MHz (possibly as early as
late June), the student-operated
station will move to a new
frequency . According to Floyd
Smith, KMSM station manager,
the application for a new license
at 89.7 MHz is processing
bea utifully and should be
completed by the end of the
semester. The students' station
should resume broadcasting on
the new frequency beginning
the start of the summer term.
Only two things can delay
KMSM 's return. First, the
transmitting equiptment must
be retuned to the new
frequency. This change will be
paid for by the University, not
KMSM. Second, operation

cannot resume until new call
letters are assigned. The letters
KMSM will not return because
the Federal Communications
Commission has a policy of not
re-issuing the same call sign to
a different frequency in the
same area. This policy is used
because the FCC holds the view
that listeners would be confused
if the old call letters were reassigned to a different
frequency . This would still be
carried out even though the
Montana School of Mines also
has an application for the letters KMSM .
Through all the changes, one
thing is clear. There will
definitely be a student radio
station on the UMR campus-at a
different frequency and with a
different name , but here
nonetheless. Says Station
Manager Floyd Smith, " KMSM
has an unblemished record with
the Board of Cura tors and the
FCC. Our co-operation in the
past and in the future will insure
the existance of a student
station for many years."

Rapidly Approaching
Excitement is building at
UMR in anticipation of the
annual
st.
Pat's
Day
celebration. St. Patrick is the
patron saint of engineers and
his day is the occasion for much
festivity on the UMR campus.
For 10 days prior to St. Pat's
day, freshmen are required to
carry shillelaghs to calss so that
all snakes may be driven from
the campus before the arrival of
the revered s;lint.
st. Pat (a UMR student) will
arrive this year, as usual, on
Friday (March 16) . He and his
court, all in vivid green
costumes, roll into Rolla on a
Frisco Railroad handcar.
Following the broaching of
the "green beer" keg, St. Pat,
his court and loyal subjects

retire to Lion's Park to participate in the traditional games
and to judge the beard growing
and shillelagh contests.
The coronation ball is held
Friday night and St. Pat places
the crown on the head of his
lovely "queen of love and
beauty." This is also the occasion when St. Pat dubs his
honorary knights .
Early Saturday morning
(March 17), the followers of St.
Pat paint a green stripe down
the main street of Rolla . The St.
Pat's parade follows and
features St. Pat, his queen, his
court, honorary knights, UMR
officials, floats, bands, antique
cars and the spirit of
merrymaking in general. This
year 's
theme
will
be

"Achievements
Engineering. "

in

Knighting of ' UMR students
(the process involves dunking in
vats of green goo, "Alice",)
takes place Saturday afternoon.
The student knights are chosen
for this honor by various
organizations on campus.
The final official activity of
the festivities is a concert by
McKendrie Springs. Many
students organizations will hold
dances on Saturday night to
round out this party weekend.
This will be the 66th visit of St.
Pat to the Rolla campus. And,
his sojourn will be a colorful
blend of tradition, legend and
pagenatry - as usual.

Missouri Miner
University of Missouri· Rolla

UMR Students Aid,
In Collection Of Blood
This year the UMR Blood
Committee Organized three
blood drives on campus for the
American Red Cross unit in
Springfield-the Southwest
Missouri headquarters . For
each drive the Blood Committee
had set a goal of 400 pints for the
two days. Even though the goal
was only reached once, it only
short the other two times by 11
and 15 pints.

The blood that is taken in such
a manner as our blood drives on
campus is of greater value for
the possibility of it having
hepatitis is only one-tenth as
compared to the blood in
commercial blood banks.
As the people that have given
blood on campus know, by
giving their pint of blood they
have insured that themselves
and their family are covered for
all the blood that is needed by
them in the next year. The only
cost that is associated with this

blood will be a slight laboratory hours . In the last blood drive
fee for a cross-match to make
on campus a total of 389 usable
sure the blood is compatible pints of blood were donated by
with their own. Also if you are
UMR students and faculty .
out of the area at any time, and Before this drive was held
need blood all you have to do is Alpha Phi Omega decided to
notify your home Red Cross renew an aw.ard. that they give
office and the hospital that you to the organIzatIOn on campus
are in that you are entitled to that donates the most blood on
free blood.
percentage basis. This award is
The blood given by UMR not to be used to make the blood
Students has helped to offset the drive a contest but to be given to
29,000 pints per year that is Sigma Nu who had a 34.8' per
needed in our area alone. The cent average. The runners up
vacation times are usually the were Zeta Tau Alpha , Delta
hardest to keep the supply of Sigma Phi and MRHA.
A special thanks should go out
blood at a safe level. This is why
a blood drive was held right to Charlie McGinty and Mark
before Christmas and another Kassing who both worked as
just after the start of the second Committee directors and also to
semester. The blood drives are Lou Moss and the secretaries at
always spaced eight weeks Student Personnel for their
apart. This is recognized as the assistance. Volunteer help in
safe recovery period to protect aSSisting the Red Cross Nurses
the body between blood was also given by the coeds
donations. As far as replacing from Zeta Tau Alpha, Thomas
the blood , the volume is . Jefferson , Kappa Delta and
replaced within four to five Wrha .

Mark Kassing (second from left). president of APO, presents Tom Schroeder
(second from right), president of Sigma Nu, with the best percentage award.
Sigma Nu won the award with a 3S per cent turnout. Jack "Tiny" Phillips (left)
and Dave Roth (right) witness the presentation.
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A Note For The Chancellor

Your Career & Changing Priorities
Presently, job opportunities
in engineering and science are
in balance with the need. Now is
the time to select a career
directed toward the solution of
the urgent national and international problems of the
1970's!
The number of
bachelor 's level engineering
degrees awarded annually in
the United States has averaged
about 38,000 per yaar for the last
ten years. The number will
most likely go below 30,000 in
1975 and possibly decrease to
about 25,000 by 1976. The fall of
1973 is an excellent time to enter
a program leading toward a
degree in engineering.
I know that confusion exists in
the minds of high school
students, their counselors, and
parents because of the recent
reordering
of
national
priorities. Most of the serious
problems of our society require
the involvement of large
numbers of scientists and
engineers for solutions and the
future need is estimated to be
greatly in excess of the supply.
This country has frequently
had a problem resulting from
the oscillating inbalance between supply and demand of
technical manpower. Changes
in the problems to be solved in
this' country and throughout the
world are occurring extremely
fast. As a result, the four to
seven-year span required to
train a professional may well
extend over a period of several
drastic changes in world
demands
and
national
priorities .

An example is cancellation of
the SST in 1971 and shifts in
other highly technical national
projects which were abruptly
redirected the demand for
certain types of engineers and
scientists. This temporary oversupply has already been absorbed in almost every field and
engineering graduates had the
least difficulty of relocation
than any other group. So a
beginning student, who will be a
professional in four to seven
years , will most likely find the
greatest opportunity of the
century to fill the void resulting
from present changes.
Graduates
from
good
technological universities today
are more broadly trained than
in the past and can more readily
transfer from one speciality to
another if there are future
abrupt shifts in national
priorities. A large number of
the "engineers" reported last
year as unemployed did not hold
a college degree in engineering.
The number of engineers employed in the United States in
1975 will be 20 per cent more
than the number employed in
the banner year of 1969 according to the Dean of the UCLA
School of Engineering.
.
President Clarence Linder of
the National Academy of
Engineering stated, in a 1971,
Washington address, that
tremendous changes are now
taking
place
in
value
judgments. These affect
national goals, utilization of
resources, environmental
control, attitudes and policies.
He also reported that engineers
are involved more than ever

before in management and
policy decisions . This involvement will help avoid
abrupt changes in direction in
the future.
Congressman John Brademas
of Indiana urged engineering
educators to prepare graduates
who can meet the present
challenges and demands of
society through an application
of technology . He also
suggested that we increase our
capability by bringing into the
profession more women and
more persons from minority
groups. These appear to be
excellent suggestions.
In Japan and Russia - and
perhaps mainland China - the
governments have provided
financial incentive to motivate
young people to follow careers
in science, engineering or other
disciplines related to national
goals. In the United States, the
choice of career is strictly
voluntary and this system has
worked well until quite
recently. The recent confusion
about
opportunities
in
engineering,
the
allied
technologies and arts and
sciences brings even greater
pressure.to bear on those young
people presently facing career
decisions. It is significant that
our free society continues to
reply upon the good judgment of
American youth to voluntarily
select those careers that will
provide personal satisfaction as
well as meet the nation's needs.
However, we must give them
better answers than we have in
the past. We at UMR want to
provide this service.

MARCH 7, 1973

Antique Car ·Contes.t
At St. Pat's Parade
Once again antique cars will
be a special feature of the annual st. Pat's Day parade at the
University of Missouri-Rolla.
Drivers and cars will have a
chance to win trophies in a
number of categories for
participation in the parade on
the downtown streets of Rolla
March 17.
Most original antique, best
restored condition, car and
dri ver most indicative of the era

of the antique are a few of the
areas to be judges. Other
categories will be announced.
No entry fee is required. To
enter this contest, send thl'
name and address of the driver
and a description of the car to
Dave Rinas, 707 State St., Rolla,
Mo., 65401, or call 314-364-9885.
Cars will assemble at the
Carney Autos of Yesterday
Museum, Highway 1-44 and 63,
at 9 a .m. Saturday (March 17).

UMR Arnold Air Society
Flies Back With Awards
The UMR squadron of the
Arnold Air Society, the Air
Force ROTC honorary service
organization, recently attended
the Area E -2 Conclave held at
Bradley University in Peoria,
Ill. During the conclave,.
members of the squadron
attended business meetings,
served on panels, and lead
various seminars.
The highlight of the concleve
was the Awards Banquet at
which the squadron recieved
two of the four plaques which
were presented by the Area.
Squadron Commander Chuck
G:-een accepted for the
squadron the "Outstanding New
Squadron" award, and Major
James Clinton was recognized
as "Outstanding Advisor" in the
Area. The squadron is now

eligible to compete for the
national awards.
The UMR squadron was
chartered just last spring tinder
the comand of Steve Goldammer, and it recieved much
impetus under its second
commander, Kindall Moore. In
the past year, the aquadron's
service projects hace included
co-sponsorship of the Valentine's Ball, Space Exploration
merit badge classes for local
Scout troops, work on the
Truman Elementary school
nature trail, and co-sponsorship
of a benefit show for the Rolla
Cerebral Palsy School.
The squadron is currently
working on a book drive to aid
Wilkes College which was extenSively damaged by floods
last fall.

Only Nine Days

Till St. Pat's
Engineering Accomplishments =====~~=
The earliest machinery still in
use is the dalu - a waterraising instrument known to
have been in use in the
Sumerian civilizationwhich
originated about 3, 500 B.C. in
Lower Iraq.
The oldest piece of machinery'
other
than
primitive
"machines," still operating, is
the snuff mill driven by a water
wheel at Messrs. Wilson & Co.'s
Sharrow Mill in Sheffield,
Yorkshire, England. It is known
to have been operating in 1797
and more probably since 1730.
Electric Motor

The electrical unit is in the
Taum Sauk pump turbine, when
used as a motor , is the world's
largest rated at 102,000 h.p. at
106 revolutions per minute. As a
generator it is rated at 70,000
kilowatts at 13,800 volts.
The world 's smallest electric
motor was completed early in
1965 by William McLellan, aged
35, of Electr-Optical Systems,
Inc., of Pasadena, California. It
measures I-Mth of an inch in
each dimension and has an
output of one millionth of one
horsepower. The only suggested
use so far for this ultraminiature motor is to run a
merry-go-round in a flea circus.
NOTICE
. . There will be a meeting
of the service soroity
Thursday, March 8 at 6: 30
p.m . in Room 214 of the
University Center. There
will be nominations for
officers .

The world's largest tranThe most accurate and
sformer is one reported from complicated clock in the world
Japan in November, 1967, which is the Olsen clock, installed in
delivers 680,OOOkVA at 275 kV . the Copenhagen Town Hall,
Denmark. The clock, which has
The highest voltages now more than 14,000 units, took 10
carried are 765,000 volts A.C. in years to make the mechanism
the U.S. since 1969. The Swedish of the clock functions in 570,000
A.S.E .A. Company is ex- different ways. The celestial
perimenting with a possible pole motion of the clock will
1,000,000 volt D.C. transmission take 25,700 years to complete a
line.
full circle, the slowest moving
designed mechanism in the
Smallest Tubing
world. The clock is accurate to
The smallest tubing in the 0.5 seconds in 300 years.
world is made by Accles and
Pollock , Ltd. of Oldbury,
Worcestershire, England. It is
of pure nickel with and outside
The most accurate timeof 0.000515 of an inch and a bore keeping devices are the twin
of 0.00013 of an inch, and was atomic hydrogen masers inannounced on September 9, stalled in 1964 in the U.S. Naval
1963. The average human hair Research Laboratory,
measures from 0.002 to 0.0003 of Washington, D.C. They are
an inch in diameter. The tubing, based on the frequency of the
which is stainless, can be used hydrogen atom 's transition
for the artificial insemination of period of 1,420,450,,751,694 cycles
mosquitoes and " feeding" per second. This enables an
nerves, and weighs only 5 accuracy to within one second
per 1,700,000 years .
ounces per 100 miles.

Rolla Volkswagen
Old Hiway 66 East
At Northwye
364-5178
"Always A Fine Selection
Of New & Used Cars"

Merideth Motors
Sl Roberts, MOo

ST. PAT'S IS COMING SOON!
ORDER YOUR GREEN

BUDWEISER
NOW
TRAINER DISTRIBUTING CO. , INC.

starting Feb. 5th, Breakfast Will Be Served
See the New Corral of Pancakes Grub List
Open 6 : 30-8:00 Mon .·Fri.
6 :30-8:30 Sal.
12 : 00-8 : 30 Sun.
212 S. Hwy. 63
364~979

~
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BUDWEISER
CAN TOTE . ..

most empt y Bud con s
balan ce d alop on e
another and tote d

without misha p for 25
feet . Record to beat
is 4 (don ', lough
till you try itl.

BUDWEISER®

ANNOUNCES

or the

5 KINDS OF

(the sixth con turned

oul to b e fulli.

HORSEPLAY
IN WHICH YOU
CANBEA
WORLD
CHAMPION

YOU CAN EARN
.THIS SWELL 7"x 6" PATCH!

4

BUDWEISER CAN
TOSS . .. mosl

consecutive completed toue s
between two o r more
peop le , ea ch 2 0 feet ap o rt.

Re cord is 7 (h a rd to

Sad hut t rue : T here's a big shortage

of champions in th e world. "To prove it, count how man y you personall y know. See? . ..
To ease this shortage, Buciweise r is sanctioning fi ve foolish events in
whi ch hona fici e World Cha mpionships can be ea rned. They a re described
above . .. The swell Buciweiser World Cham pion Patch is your prize
... These may not he t he ultimate sporting activi ties on
ca mpus. But t hey are th e only ones in which we'll recogni ze
recorci-brea king perform a nces .. . Sure, it.'s easy to get
a pa t ch by claimin g a fict it ious recorci. But. t hen you
woulrln 't be able to inscli be your specialty beneath the
words "World Cha mpion." (O r would you?) ... W here do
.vou get all th e empty Budweiser ca ns you'll need
'to win a Worl d Championshi p?
R eal/v, now '

(Ma ybe you ·v e det e cled th a t thi s is not o n
officia l. ri g id-rules .. contes t.·· But it is a lo t
o f fun . e ven if yo u ca n ·1 b rea k the
reco rd s. Yo u ca n, though.
co n ·t yo u?)
10 s tert wi th). This event
ge ts rid of the empties
from all the othe r s.

5
TO GET YOUR BUDWEISER WORLD CHAMPION PATCH
(EVEN IF YOU DON'T SET A RECORD), JUST WRITE YOUR NAME,
ADDRESS AND WHAT YOU DID ON A POSTCARD.
NO PR OO F O f PURCHASE RE O UIRE D O f fE R VOID WH ERE PRO HIBITED BY lAW . All OW f OUR WEEKS fOR DELIV ERY .
O ffER FXPIRE S DEC EMBER 31, 1973 .

AN HEU SER· BU SCH, I NC . S f. lOU IS

SEND
IT TO

73-Cl

'I
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T hurs day , March lS
Town Bea rd Contest at Dave's Barber Shop

5:30 p .m .

F r id ay, March 16
7: 30 10 :00 a .m .
10 :00· 12 : 00 ( Noon )
12 : 45 p. m .
1 :00·2:30 p .m .
2: 30·5: 00 p .m .

Queen's Interviews
Coronation Practice at Multipu r pose Building
Sf. Pat arrives at 8th & Pine

Tap green beer al Top Hal
contest at Lions Park·Shelter NO.4
E ndurance contest

Judging of Beard s
Six · P ack Chug
Shillegeagh and Codgel Co n les l
Gi rl s Q uarl Ch ug
Dinner to honor Hon or a r y K n ights
Senior Boa rd Mem ber s
Reti r ing Queen
Queen of L ove and Beauty
Coronation and Honorary K n ighting
Multi purpose Bu ild ing
Corona ti on Dance
Arm or y

6: 00·8 :00 p. m .

9: 00· 10 :00 p .m .
10 :30· 1 :30

Sa turday , March 17

Pa inting of Green St r ipe down P ine St.

8: 00a .m .

8 :00 a .m .
8: 30a . m.
9: 15a . m .
10 :00· 12:00 ( Noon)
12 :00· 1:00p.m .
l : oop.m .
4: 30·6: 00 p .m.

WHY, IF

WE'D HI'"

'EM WI,..H

evf.~HING
HADY~R5

F loa ts slar l 10 asse mbl e atlllh and Par k
Non ·floals assem ble al 61h & Par k
5 1. Pal goes d own P ineS I.
Parad e
Jaycees Bar· B·Que at Fr isco D epo t

J

Knighting Cere mony al foolba ll fiel d
Concert

Mc Ken dree Spr ing

we

7: oo· 1: oo p .m.

AGO WE.'P A-PUT
A SlOP TO-n-lAT
Re\/Ol..UT10~

Rolla Citi l ens dance at A rmory

GET SET FOR ST. PAT'S WITH

RJOt,\SHNES5

AND BE::Et-J
OLnTA 1l1j;~!

[b®\YlOQ~®

th
Dl
WI
s~

na

baQQY

I()()k
(!tlEI

Counseling Center Offers
Services For Rolla Students
The Counseling Center wishes
to remind all veterans of their
eligibility to receive tutorial
benefits under the G. I. Bill.
This applies to any class in
which they are having difficultieli . Any veteran wishing
more information should
contact Dr . MacDonald at the
Counseling and Testing Center.
New Tapes: As amny of the
students already know the
Counseling Center offers a
variety of self-halp aides to the
students. As part of the Centers
contin uing efforts to help
student help themselves, they
have added to their resources a
new set of cassette tapes
designed .specially for those
students who would like to
improve their day to day
dealings with themselves and
others .
The new series is divided into
two groups , Series A deals with
the following topics : Thoughts
and Feelings , A Modern Sexual
Ou tlook , Establishing SelfWorth , Developing Emotional
Freedom , Two Basic Prin ciples . Series B is concerned
mainly
Relaxation
with
tJ;aining .(teaching you~sel( to ,

relax completely through the
stressi ng a nd r elax ing of
various muscle groups).
The creator of the tapes,
Arnold A. Larzarus, treats his
listener as a student interested
in reducing his or her personal
tensions a nd anxieties; the
listener is told that he can
improve his be havior and
suggestions are made for
growth in various areas .
It
is typical of the
irrationality of our commercialized society that widely

advertized but inferior 'mental
health ' books sell litera ll y
millions of copies to people who
are
uncomforta ble
and
arelooking for solutions, while
tapes such as these remain
rather ignored.
While these tapes ar en't for
everyone, they are extremely
well-done and can be of use to
students who are interested in
learning to handle themselves
and their everyday problems
with better results for them-

Better than SAE discount

Auto Parts & Ace. Speed Equip.

HOOK AUTO SUPPLY
Rolla, Mo.

805 Pine Street

***
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ALSO
Special ljz Price
Sale on all Brushed
Denim and Corduroy
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364-5252

Christopher Jewelers
o
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selv~.

-SAVE UP TO 50%-

513 Hiway 63S

Here it is- LEVIS
version of the
baggy look.
Tunnel belt loops,
extra full bottoms
with deep cuffs.
Very distinctive,
very new. In great
colors and fabrics,
Step out in the
baggy look by
LEVI'S - today

Catering To UMR
The Complete Service Jeweler
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Sensored
What's the Name of the Game ? .. ..... ..... Everyone knows that the
No.1 pastime at Miner parties is the ever-popular Indian Game.
The most descriptive signs have practically become household
symbols among connisseurs of the art. The names of most signs
are just as familiar, too. What would happen if we kept the signs,
but changed the names to match some of the more prominent
aspects of UMR? Let's call it Establishment Indian.
Explanation of signs for Establishment Indian:
( Parker Hall - Make hand into fist with center finger extended outward.
2. Student Personnel - Make peace sign with one hand, stick
under chin and wiggle fingers.
3. B &G - Make hand into fist and move up and down just below,
stomach.
4. Athletic ' Department - Touch thumb and index finger
together and move upward swiftly through air.
5. Academic Council- Place one hand on top of other and hit
floor with both.
6. Traffic Safety - Keep hand flat, perpendicular to ground,
and wiggle at low level while moving forward.
Remember, in Establishment Indian you always point the finger
at someone else, and you can't call yourself out, cause someone
else has to do it for you. You take a drink after each miss, and at
the end the guy most out of it gets to keep his job. So let's all get
out there and play .Establishment Indian.

Dr. Larry Seick takes a fall for the C. E. Department.

Judo Takes Hold Of Rolla
Last June, a Judo Club under
the direction of Charles
Durrwachter, a UMR student,
was started in Rolla. This is a
sport that has become increasingly popular across the
nation.
The club started in the
backyard at a member's house
with fourteen students. A small
24' x 16' floating mat outside
was used by the fourteen initial
members as a workout area.
Just recently the club has
moved indoors to a small
warehouse north on Highway 63
behind the Local 840 Union Hall.
It has grown to 38 members at
the beginning of this semester.
The club has built dressing
rooms and a workout area. It is
designated the "Rolla Dojo" . A
floating mat has been constructed of approximately 400
old auto tires as a base, a layer
of playwood, a layer of carpet
padding and the surface is
covered completely with
canvas.
The club works out every
Tuesday and Thursday night
from 6 to 8 and Saturdays from 1
to 3. Sundays members usually
travel to contests in the
Missouri area. Members range
from the ages of eight to fiftyfive. Females as well as males
are members of the club. Some
are University students. Mr.
Durrwachter is very interested
in working with them.
Mr. Durrwachter is a very
qualified instructor. He is an
Ikkyu-first degree Brown Belt
in Judo. He has also studied
some Karate. He has been involved in Judo for six years.
Three of these years he was an
assistant at St. Louis Jr. College
and he has spent the past year
as the director of the club in
Rolla.
Judo, meaning "gentle way",
is a more modern term for its
ancestor jujitsu. Mr. Durrwachter teaches the Kodo Kwar
style of judo. It is based on
controlling your opponent by
your power and also his power.
The Korean style or YodoKWAN, NOT WIDELY USED IN
THIS COUNTRY, IS BASED
MORE ON FORCE . In this tyle
of competition , two ways to
overcome an opponent are to
choke him till he passes out or
use an arm bar hold to break his
arm.
The sport itself consists of
throwing , grappling , and
striking an opponent. The sport
is mainly centered around
throwing. People of under 100
tl' po~~j l.~~Ii.~ •• !.~" ~p o,' f.1 ,9~- .\

ponents double their weight
with little difficulty. It's important to be able to feel his
breaking point to be successful.
Mr. Durrwachter emphasizes
good physical condition. Part of
a workout is spent doing special
exercises. The student also
learns Judo terminology in
Japanese. This language is used
worldwide in the sport.
Participants of this sport are
divided into clases. White Belt
is the classification for those in
their beginning years. They
may advance to Brown Belt and
sometimes receive the degree
of Black Belt.
The Art of Judo has great
practical value. It is a great
competitive sport popular
throughout the world. It keeps
one in good physical condition.
It aids in self defense and one is
taught how to think logically in
a problem situation. As Mr.
Durrwachter stated, "Judo is a
way of life. The principles of
Judo can be applied to everyday
life.
Competition is an important
part of this sport. A match
consits of two or more individuals. Their goal is to score
one point. This point may be
attained four ways: a throw
with complete control of the

opponent as to make him land
safely on his back, choking or Now and then ........ .. .. This past weekend we were "honored"
using an arm bar hold on the with the "privilege" of hosting nearly 600 Jr. Hi. Band students on
opponent until he gives a sign of this campus. After they departed peacefully into the gathering
surrender. or holding him to the dusk a few thoughts and reflections crossed my mind. After
mat for 30 seconds. A match can listening to maybe 14 kids who supposedly had been playing the
last anywhere from 3 to 20 ' trumpetfor atleast a year I was ready to scream. I know I played
better than they were doing at that stage. I wasn't a great child
minutes.
Protege but at least I held out the note and could pat my foot at a
The Rolla Dojo competes nearly constant speed. I had to audition at various times in my life
about twice a month with other and was scared each time but not to the point of being petrified
dojos from Alton, Bellville, St. like these kids. Of course I never had to audition for anybody who
Louis, Kansas City. Columbia, had a beard, scraggly hair, could barely talk and coughed a lot
Hillsboro , Carbondale and either.
Indianapolis. It is one of the
most winning clubs in the
And the girls. Don't get me wrong and misunderstand me. I'm
Missouri area.
not a pervert who goes after the young girls but they just didn't
A contest is known as a make them like that when I was in Jr. Hi. The girl, whose name I
"Shaiai". It generally consits of refuse to reveal under penalty of heartache, that was the most
around 150 competitors. Most popular in my 7th grade class had long brown hair and she wore
contests divide the contestants braces. That she was also one of the shortest girls in the class had
into weight classes - light, little to do with it I'm sure. She was not curvey by anyone's
medium and heavy. Bob standards. But these kids! I never got anything like that to look at.
Crandell from Rolla recently I must admit though that my Common Learnings teacher was
placed third in a major St. Louis alright. Ah well, the youth of today, I just don't understand them.
Invitational in the heavy weight
division.
CREDITS ...... ...... Establishment Indian appears on the steps
Two contests have alredy of Parker Hall this Friday night, O.K.? ..... Did those kids have to
been held here in Rolla. The appear? .. .. . The latest news comes to you late ..... that's all .... .
next one is scheduled for
Sunday, March 25 at the Rolla
Jr. High School from 1 to 6 p.m.
Those interested in the Judo
club are invited to the contest
and may call Charles Durrwachter, 384-8489 if more information is requested.

SHOP EARLY
FOR
ST.quarts.....................
PAT'S$ .44

EVERY-MONDAY SPECIAL
BUY ONE SANDWICH, GET A
SECOND ONE OF THE SAME
KIND FOR HALF PRICE

BUSCH

KING'S
CHOICE
1107 PINE

.75
SCHLITZ MALT 8 oz :............ $ .88
HANLEY LAGER ................... $ .97
HAMM'S 12 oz .................... $1.12
MET BREW six pack .......... $

PIZZA
PIZZA PALACE

ALEX

509

17 STEAMING VARIETIES

SANDWICHES AND BEER
Hour~

(Open Doily)

116 W. 8th STREET

DIAL 364·2669
Fro," 4 p.m. To 2 a.", .

FOR TAKEOUTS &
DELIVERY SERVICE

Seven Day. A Week
• '

#>

..

~..

... . ... .

.

.

.

.

FREE PARKING IN REAR
i•
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23,000 Per Cent
Job Increase Predicted
The recent decline of job
prospects has stopped and there
are all the signs that many
positions will be vacant till
qualified personnel are found .
Many key executive positions,
on the order of tens of
thousands, and almost a million
engineering poSitions will be
open in the near future. This
nation's leading management
firm (the Mob) is facing a
complete turnover of personnel
due to unexpected stoolies ,
while a total of two hundred
billion dollars worth of construction is being pia need in
California in the near future.
Most employment agencies
have been keeping this information under wraps in order
to avert a panic among em·
ployers and rise of wages on a
highly inflationary path.
However, the time has come to
inform those considering higher
education of the new op·
portunities and the possibilities
of using that education to some
purpose beyond advanced
welfare (Econ. 313) . The
following is a list of the best
opportunities open to this year's
graduating class and is an in·
spiration to all those con·
sidering engineering.
1. State of California - The
State of California is presently
looking for 750,000 qualified
engineers in civil, mechanical,
electrical, and geological
engineering. They will be asked
to report immedia tely following
the upcoming earthquake, and
are asked to bring their own
supplies of food, drinking water ,
clothing , and housing. There is
also a need for 10,600 mining
engineers to work over the
present sites of San Francisco,
Los Angeles, and Sacramento.
For work on the coastal cities ,
at least five years of previous

experience under water is
required.
2. The Mob - The loss of key
executive to an embittered rival
has forced the resignation of
hundreds of upper·echelon
employees and the retirement
of even more to our foreign
office in South America. Most
positions are in the field of
management, but there are
several 9ther specialized areas
such as automobile detonation,
waste disposal processes, and
especially rapid
transit.
Applicants can contact firm at
anyone of over a hundred
training facilities such as
Leavenworth , Kansas.
3. The People's Republic of
Viet Nam - There is a large
building program underway at
present and many thousands of
engineering positions are open.
There is also a growing need for
biologists with experience in
defoliants
and
napalm .
Explosive experts are also
needed for the extraction of
foreign material embedded
around various industrial and
transportational
sites.
Applications are now being
taken
at
the
Chinese
Democratic Republic 's Liaison
Office in WaShington, D.C. or
your local Communist Party
Headquarters.
4. United States Corp for
Engineers - Over one hundred
dams have been found to be on
the verge of collapse due to lack
of proper maintainence. These
washouts shoudl' occur over the
next thirty years and will
provide a stead source of em·
ployment for those willing to get
their feet wet. Prospects should
be strong simmers and have a
strong desire to live. For more
information write to:
Washout, USA
Drawer I.

The admirable theme of Mr.
Nixon 's second Administration
was to get the Federal
Government "off the backs of
the people," as he put it, and let
them solve their own problems.
. Exactly how he hoped to
achieve this noble goal did not
become clear until February of
1973. With meat prices soaring
and housewives up in arms, it
was Federal Reserve Board
Chairman Arthur Burns who
pointed the way.
If people had a problem
buying meat (even on a lay·
away plan), he said, they could
solve their problem themselves
by simply not eating the stuff at least one day a week.
"The American public," he
said, "would be just as well off
if it spent less on meat and more
on cheese."
The wisdom of Mr. Burns'
modest proposal was im·
mediately apparent. Millions of
patriotic Americans jubilantly
gave up eating meat one day a
week. In fact, some of the poor
were so patriotic they hadn't
eaten any in years.
Naturally, solving their own
problem in this fashion quickly
instilled in Americans a new
sense of self·reliance and a
capacity for sacrifice
qualities Mr. Nixon held dear .
He was so pleased, he appointed
Mr . Burns Director of the
Federal Bureau of Broblem
Solving.
The first problem Director
Burns turned his attention to
was the high cost of medical
care. "This certainly isn't the
Governme nt's problem," he
said. " I's the problem of those
who get sick .
" The answer, then, is simple:
don't get sick."
" By golly! " cried millions of
Americans worried about the
$105·a-day cost of a hospital
bed. "Why didn't we think of
that? "
Overnight, Americans were
not only more self'reliant, but
healthier, too. Ann once the
Rolla , Missouri 65401
5. The University of Missouri
at Rolla - Campus destruction
by radical leftwing B. and G.
factions must be repaired,
requiring civil engineers with
proven sanity. A management
major is required to find a
satisfactory reason to move
registration to the top of the
Rolla Building. Applicants
should have a prepared
recommendation for their
future employment as well as
the famous "Rolla Attitude" .
With positions such as these to
be found for engineers, there
should be little doubt where the
beginning engineer will end up .
So take heart and work hard
and diligently , for you know
your reward.

pattern had been established,
solutions tumbled daily from
the Federal Bureau of Problem
Solving.
On Director Burns' advice,
the President impounded not
merely half the funds to clean
up the Nation's lakes and
rivers, but all the funds. "Don't,
" said Director Burns, smiling
confidently, "go near the
water."
Poverty, that age-old scourge
of mankind, proved equally
soluble. "We will have no more
poverty the moment people stop
being poor," Director Burns
pointed out. "Personally, I
would advise them to buy five·
per-cent tax-free Municipal
bonds."
Now that the concept curing a
problem by giving up its cause
had been established, people
found they could solve their own
troubles even without Director
Burns' advice.
Those with sexual hangups
renounced sex. Those who
feared crime in the streets
stayed home. Those who
disliked busing , airplane

1
.'

hijackings and fouled-up
Amtrak schedules walked. And
the Postal Service ran smoothly
the very day that people
stopped mailing letters.
All might have gone well if
food prices, led by cheese,
hadn 't continued to skyrocket.
"If you can solve your problem
of the high cost of meat by
giving up eating meat,"
Director Burnes said sternly in
a nationwide address, "you can
solve your problem of the high
cost of food the same way."
In a week, Americans were
self-reliant, healthy, hangup
free, safe from crime and
starving to death .
The country was fortunately
delivered from the throes of
starvation by a sudden sharp
increase in the smog level.
"That's
your
problem,"
Director Burns told the angry,
coughing delegation of environmentalists. But once
again, he showed the way.
First he tried to gag securely
across his mouth. Then he
carefully placed a clothespin
over his nose ...

1i?tJIta ~It- '11414'1

CRAFTS-HOBBIES· ARTISTS' SUPPLIES
" .~..
605 PINE STREET
:" ~ .-___.'. ..
PHONE 364-5581
V~ ~ ::--"' ''''~ ) ROlLA, MISSOURI 65401

ARE
YOUR FEET

GOING SOFT?
If they're not, they should be. And in ROMA shoes by Thorn

MeAn, you can be sure they will. Because inside that beautiful soft leather exterior is an even softer cushi'on lining.
A lining that cradles your foot like a pillow and makes each
step something to look forward to. Choose
from two different ROMA's ... the ROMA
II with the plush burgundy lining or
the ROMA III with the exclusive
double-knit lining. Either way,
the ROMA family of shoes
will make life a little bit
softer for your feet.

The Missouri Miner
TIl. MISSo.URI MINER I. IIIe offlcl!1 publlc., .... of III•• tudents 0/
the University of Roll •. 1I11,published .t Roll •• Missouri every _ k
during the school year. Enlered .1 lecOnd cl... m.tt.r F.bru.ry ••
1945 •• ' III_ Posl Offlce.' Roll •• Mo .• under Ihe Act of M.rch 3. 1179.
Th. subscrlplkln ••re S1.SO per .. m .... r. TIll. MISSOURI MINER
. fealures .ctlvltl.. of III. .'udents .nd faculty 01 UMR .
Rick Remley
·adltor
Buddy Bruns
. Busln... M......r
SIeve Wunnung
. Advertl.11II DlrKh,
Jerry Davis
-Gr.p'''ci Editor
Dean LaBoube
· News Editor
Mike Chiles
·F •• ture. Editor
D.ve H.rdin
. · Photo Elltor
Bill Horsford
·Sports Editor

Regularly $18.99

~1b..~ ROMA III

family shoes
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Gamma Alpha Delta has been
reinstated as an official campus
organization as of Feb. IS, 1973.
GAD was extremely active
several years ago , receiving
national
recognition
for
projects throughout this state,
with heavy coverage from both
the Globe-Democrat and the
Post-Dispatch. Projects ranged
from urban renewal to helping
retarded children.
GAD's function is mainly to
lead interested students in
projects beneficial to the needy
and general community. It also
makes for a more rounded
education and a strengthening
of the fellowship among participants.
Officers were elected at the
first meeting to start off this
semester. They are:
President, Waltar Mood ,
Triangle; Vice President, Mark
Cavinder, Lambda Chia Alpha;
Secretary, Don Chronister,
Acacia;
Treasurer,
Bill
Rosenbaum, Phi Kappa Theta;
Program Chairman, David
Bonney, Triangle; Project
Chairman, Bill Behrens, Phi
Kappa
Theta;
Publicity
Chairman, Mrs. Richard
Stephenson.
Seven fraternities and one
sorority
are
presently
. represented in Gamma Alpha

Delta. This considerably less
than several years ago but is in
keeping with a plan of slow,
careful,rebuilding of the
organiZation. Kappa Delta is
the sororitv while the fraternities are A'cada, Kappa Alpha ,
Sigma Phi Epsilon , and
Triangle.
Gamma Alpha Delta's faculty
advisor is Dr . Richard
Stephenson, Assistant
Professor Civil Engineering at
UMR , Rev . Fred Lamar, of
Wesley Foundation is chaplain.
There are presently six local
projects under consideration.
They are also being carried out
through other organizations
such as Intercollegiate Knights
and Wesley Foundation. These
projects are:
'
1. Repair and renewal of
homes of elderly welfare
recipients.
2. Wood delivery to the
elderly.
3.
Recycling
Center
(C.U.R.E.)
4. Big Brother.
5. Foster Children's Fanily
Unit Days .
.
6. Meals for the elderly.
There are six projects outside
this area, three around St. Louis
and three outstate. They are:
1. Bowm United Methodist
Church' - day care center.

Irani~n

Students
Form Protest

On June 26, 1970, 41 Iranian students from Northern California
went to the Iranian Consulate in San Francisco to protest political
arrests and to presl1iit a list of demands to the consulate.
Four months pr~viously there had been a bus strike in Iran in
which some ten tNousand riders protested t~ fare-hike ordered
by the government. Over 2,000 people had been arrested
At the time of the consulate protest, there was no news of the
names or the alleged "crimes" of at least 200 of these people who
were still held in. jail. Besides these prisoners, the Shah's dictatorial regime had arrested and imprisoned thousands of intellectuals and others because they opposed the government's
policies. In June of 1970 there were over 20,000 political prisoners
in the Shah's Prisons according to Amnesty International.
Considering the political situation in Iran, it was not surprising
that the Iranian students here protested the arrival in San
Francisco of the Shah's sister, Princess Ashraf. At that time
Ashraf was the head of the U.N.'s Human Rights Commission and
was attending the 25th anniversary of the founding of the U.N.
Ironically, not a trace of respect for human rights can be found in
Iran. Freedom of speech, press, and assembly are nonexistent.
Stating one's political views if they are critical for the government is forbidden; the "offenders" are subjected to severe torture and many are sentenced to death.
To protest the unlawful arrests and inhumane treatment of
'political prisoners, the 41 students went to the Iranian Consulate.
They demanded not only the release of the names of the political
prisoners, but also a press conference with Ashraf. The 41 invited
members of the press to accompany them. When they entered the
consulate, the students requested a meeting with Parviz Adle, the
Consul General. Instead of discussing the issues, the Consul
General ordered the San Francisco police to arrest them. The 41
were arrested and later sentenced to 35 days in jail and fined. All
of them served the sentence and have since paid the fine .
For' over 2'h years now the consulate has refused with absolutely no legal basis to renew the passports of the 41. As Article
13 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights states:
"Everyone has the right to leave any country, including his own,
and to return to his country." Iran is a signatory of the
Declaration, however, the Iranian government continually
refuses to renew the passports of the 41, thus jeopardizing their
ability to return home legally. The U.S. immigration has also
harrassed the 41. In spite of the fact that the students were legally
in this country, Immigration threatened to send them to Iran
where they would face a 3 to 10 year jail term.
The Iranian Students Association in the U.S. is starting a nationwide campaign to secure the renewal of the 41's passports. We
urge everyone to write letters of protest to the Iranian Consulate
General (Address: 1 Embarcadero, San Francisco, California
94111) asking them to renew the 41's passports. Also asking the
Consulate to renew the passports of other Iranian students who
have been subjected t{) the same repressive' measures by the
Iranian government. The pressure of the public opinion is the
most effective means of exposing the Iranian government and
securing the renewal of the 41 and other Iranian students'
passports.
Iranian Students Association

2. West Presbyterian Church day care center.
3. Neighborhood Enterprises
(prevention of lead poisoning) .
4. Camp Wonderland at Lake
of the Ozarks.
5. 4-H Camp for poor children
at Lake Wappapello.
6. Ecumenical Center at
Shannondale.
Funds for these peojects are
coming
from
various
organizations, such as the
United Church of Christ ,
Catholic Human Development,
Human Development Fund,
Methodist Fund for Reconcilia tion and the Presbyterian
Development Fund. Hopefully
this list will expand as will the
good done through it.

It's about that time of year
and the snakes have infested the
Rolla campus. It's definitely a
time of emergengy since many
Rolls coeds ha ve been
frightened by these squirming
reptiles.
Fortunately our noble UMR
st. Pats board has prepared us
for this crisis. An edict has been
issued to the UMR freshmen
assigning to them the task of
"eradica ting reptilean
creatures from these exalted
Holy Lands and making clean
the campul in preparation for
His Grace, St. Patric".
Since most freshmen are
equipped only with a few books
and a post-vensalog sliderule,
the Board has seen fit to require

Faculty Evaluation
The UMR Student Council will
conduct this semester's facilty
evaluation the week of March
19-24. The tabulations will again
be 'made by computer.
Individual instructors, as well
as their respective department
chairmen, will receive a copy of
the results for their classes,
Complete results of the
evaluation will also be placed in
the Ii brary, Student Union
candy counter, and the Student
Council office.
The purpose of this opinion
gathering is to :
1. Provide feedback to instructors regarding student
opinion of their teaching

behaviors and practices .
2. To increase student involvement in the teaching learning process, and
3. To provide one input to
administrators to use in
assessing instructional quality.
Since it is not yet possible to
evaluate all the classes or instructors on campus, any
professor wishing to insure his
class will be evaluated should
send a memo of some sort to the
Student Council office, 201 Old
Student Union, before March 19.
. Any student wishing to have a
particular class evaluated
should also do the same.

all freshmen to make and carry
a shillelagh. This is a necessary
piece of aftillery whis was first
used many years ago when St.
Patrick drove the snakes out of
Ireland.
Last week the freshmen
started stomping the nearby
forests and fields in search of
suitable young saplings. It's a
wonder the campus ploice did
such a fine job guarding most of
the young trees on campus and
in town.
Specifications for these
shillelagh's have been drawn up
be each organization and
usually are about three quarters your height and one fourth
your
weight.
In order to do an efficient job,
all freshmen whould be
carrying schillelaghs. Some
unfortuniate ones have t5ied to
get by without carrying one.
Most of these criminals have
been delt with by the "Green
Weenies". Their sentence has
been one "ponding"-a free ride
directly to Frisco Pond. This is
one reason it is important to
keep track of your schillelagh.
This can become quite a task as
these devices are susceptable to
theft . Some precautionaly
measures are locks, or constant
attention .
It must be very unusual to see
people walking around a
university campus carrying
trees and beating robber reptiles, but this is Rolla and it is St
Patrick's.

An important announcement to every
student in the health professions:

NEW SCHOLARSHIPS
ARE AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY.
THEY COVER TUITION AND
RELATED COSTS AND PROVIDE AN
ANNUAL INCOME OF $5,300 AS WELL.

If a steady salary of $400 a

month and pa id-u p tuition
will help you continue your
professional training, the
scholarsh ips just made possible by the Uniformed
Services Health Professions
Revitalization Act of 1972
deserve your close attention.
Because if you are now in a
medical ,. osteopathic, dental,
veterin ary, podiatry, 01' optometry school, 01' arc working toward a PhD in Clinical
Psychology, you may qualify.
We ?nake it easy f 01' you to
complete YOU1' studies. You're
comm issioned as an officer as
soon as you enter the progl'am, but remain in student
status until graduation. And,
dur ing e2.ch year you will be

on active duty (with extra
pay) for 45 days. Naturally,
if your aca demic sched ul e
requires that yo u remain on
campus, yo u stay on campus
-and still receive your active
duty pay.
Active duty requirements
are fai1·. Basica lly, you serve
one year as a commissioned
officer for each year you've
participated in the program,
with a two year minimum.
You may apply for a scholarsh ip with either the Army,
Navy 01' Air Force, and know
that upon ente r ing active
duty you'll have rank and
duties in -keeping with your
professional training.
The life's work you've chosen foryoUi'selfrequires long,

hard, expe ns iv e training.
Now we are in a position to
give you some hel p. Mail in
the coupon at your earliest
convenience formoredetailed
information .
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Sports
Springfield Wins Tifle

Swimmers Take Second
• Conference Meet
In
Over this past weekend the
University of Missouri-Rolla
swimming team journeyed to
Cape Girardeau, the site of the
1973 MIAA Swimming Championships; The Miners went
with reasonable hope of a
chance
to
replace
the
Springfield Bears as the top
team , but when the two days of
competition were over , the
Miners found themselves
runner-ups to the Bears for the
fourth year in a row . Final team
standings were as follows:
Southwest Missouri State 164,
University of Missouri-Rolla
129, Southeast Missouri State 81,
Central Missouri State 36, and
Northwest Missouri State
30. For the Miners, there were
three instances that could have
made the difference. The UMR
400 Medley relay team was
disqualified, thus forfeiting
their second place finish. In the
50 free, three Miners were
competing against each other in
the first preliminary and this
situation caused them to let up a
little, and some Miners who
might have had a chance of
making the finals were
eliminated. The third harmful
incident was the fact that the
results of the three-meter
diving weren 't counted in the
totals of the meet. This was a
hasty decision that was made at
an impromptu athletic directors
meeting , but it was a binding
decision.
In the opening event, the 400
individual medley, Jeff Connor
of Southwest took first with a
time of ' 4:44.0, a new MIAA
record. Right behind him were
Jack Belshe and Larry Molina
of UMR, second and third
respectively. Then came the 400
medley relay and the disputable
disqualification. Coming right
at the beginning like it did, it
could have had some effect on
the Miners as the meet
preceeded. Mike McCool of
Central set a Parker Pool
record in the one-meter diving.

Faculty Track
Meef Planned
A Graduate Students-Faculty
Track Events program is set for
the coming year. On both March
31 and April 21 (both Saturdays )
grad students and faculty will
take part in a mini-meet , the
events being the one mile run ,
the three mile run, the 880 and
the 220. Contestants will be split
up into age divisions , and there
will be a 50 cents entry fee to
. help defray the costs of the
prizes that will be awarded. All
interested persons should
contact Coach Dewey Allgood
as soon as possible.

The Miner contingent finished
in this order: Steve Peppers 5th,
Ron Dutton 7th and Steve
Suellentrop 11th. In the 100 yard breast, the
Miners had a third, fifth and
sixth. Tom Tipton and Mark
Hanneke of SMS swept one-two,
with Tim Blood of UMR behind
them . Bill Greiser, swimming
with a pulled groin muscle, did
a good job in finishing fifth , and
Rich Dillon took the sixth spot.
This lead the way for the first of
three confrontations between
UMR's freshman star Tom
Wenger and SMS's senior star
Ben Green. To the delight of
Miner fans, Tom won all three
meetings . The first triumph was
in the 200 free where Tom set a
MIAArecord with a time of
1:48.8, beating Green's time of
1:51.0. Then came Plackmeier
of Cape in third, Jim Entwistle
of UMR in fourth and Jim Glasa
of UMR in fifth.
The next event was the 200 fly.
Campbell
and
Lale
of
Springfield took the top two
spots, while Jack Belshe and
Jim West of UMR took third and
fourth respectively. Then came
the 50 free, and ' Jim Entwistle
survived the preliminaries to
take fourth in the finals with a
time of :23.4. Doug DeBeer of
Cape tied the MIAA mark of
:22.6 as he finished first. The 100
back was next and it provided a
fine battle between three top
performers. Dave Sherwood of
Cape took first, Rick Iverson of
SMS took second and Bill
Kroeger of UMR finished third.
The times were: :58.1 , :58.3 and
1:00.0, with Sherwood's time
being a new MIAA record.

Trackmen fin.i sh Lost In

Conference Indoor Meet
The Miner track team
traveled to Columbia last
Thursday for the MIAA Indoor
conference meee, and once
again the competition provided
excellent times, but few points.
In the meet, which was
dominated by Kirksville and
Lincoln, nine new conference
records were set and one tied.
Kirksville found the going tough
at first, but pulled away from
runner-up Lincoln in the last
three events. NEMS scored five
victories and a total of 72 '12
points. Lincoln, which finished
the meet with 63 points, finished
first seven times. Third place
was taken by the runners from
SEMO with 40'h points. The rest
of the teams were : SWMS (35),
NWMS (24'12 ), CMS 06'h) and
UMR (4). Despite the fact that
the Miners only accumulated
four points, they performed
well.

competition as they did against
the clock. Sam Brown placed
sixth in the 300 with a time of
32.3, which broke the school
record he set the week before.
Miner milers Nick Drozdoff and
Pat Goeke placed eighth and
ninth respectively with times of
4:31.2 and 4:31.0, just off the
school record of 4:30.9. In the
10000, Pat Goeke lowered the
record to 2:27.9. In a photo
finish hurdler Rich Weaver
finished sixth with a time of 7.7.
Double winners in the meet
were James Amerison of
Lincoln in the 60 and 300 yard
dashes and Linley Lipper of
NEMS in the mile and two mile
runs.

In the 200 individual medley,
Southwest again took first and
second and the Miners took
third and fourth . It was Iverson
and Conner for the Bears and
Molina and Greiser for the
Miners. This lead into round two
of the Wenger-Green dual,
which Wenger won. The event
was the 1650 free and Tom beat
Benny by more than seven
seconds as he set another MIAA
record with a time of 18:07.9.
Tom was in plenty of friendly
company in this race as Jim
Glasa took fourth and Kenton
Wright finished sixth.
The next event was the 800
The Miners open the outdoor
free relay and the Miners really
season with their first four
stuck it to the Bears. as they
meets in Rolla . In the opening
beat SMS by eighteen seconds
meet today, the Miners will host
as they set a pool record with a
Central Missouri State. Then on
time of 7:40.1. Then in the 100 fly
Thursday, March 21, the Miners
Campbell of SMS got some of
Captain Curt Simmons led the will host Missouri Valley. On
those points back as he finished squad with his third place finish Saturday, March 31, the Miners
first with a time of : 56.0. Jack in the shot put with a throw of will have their first double-duel
Belshe took the fourth spot and 47'9'h ". The Miners other point meet of the outdoor season.
Jim West came in sixth. In the also came in the field events as Coming to Rolla are the School
100 free, Doug DeBeer of Cape freshman triple jumper Steve of the Ozarks, and Missouri
took first in :50.8, Tim Blood Smith placed fifth with his jump Southern . The Miners return to
was second in :50.9 and Jim of 43'7l,B".
conference action here on April
Entwistle finished third in : 51.2.
The other Miner runners 2, in a meet against Northwest
Then in the 200 breast Tom didn't fare as well in the Missouri State.
Tipton of SMS set another MIAA
record as he was timed in
DELICIOUS
MEXICAN FOOD
2: 20.4. Bill Greiser was the only
Miner to place, as Bill took
fourth .
To mention the Miners who
Dining Room - Orders to go Open Daily 11 a.m.
did well would just be to repeat
Hwy. 63 So. Rolla, MOo 364·1971 Closed Mondav
those who placed. And although
the Miners again took ."only"
second, they still gave some fine
performances. Maybe they can
take some' top places at the
National Championships which Xl1
will be held in Detroit on March
15-17.
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(The Originator of the Student Finance
Plan in this Area)

Th!s plan allows the students upon approved credits
and lob, to buy a new car with nothing down .and
payments.of $25 .00 per month until you are on the job.
ThiS plan IS not new, Diehl Montgomery Ford has sold
ov.er 750 new cars and trucks to graduating students
thiS way. See us for all the details. Also you can use
your own insurance or ours.
FORD LINCOLN AND MERCURY
This allows the graduating students to have a new car
before he graduates when he really needs it.

I

.1

FOR EACH RETURNED
:!
Y.. B A R R E L : !

DIEHL MONTGOMERY
FORD SALES
Rolla, Missouri
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Kappa Sigma Dominates ( McAlpin

Finishes Ninth

In NCAA College finals

All IFe Basketball Team
The skill and prowess of the
all-IFC's first string basketball
team is exemplified inthe fact
that four of its members come
from the team which totally
dominated intramurals this
year, Kappa Sigma. Altogether,
the team's scoring average is
49.5 points per game, a feat
considering that the Kappa Sig
regulars only averaged 20
minutes of play per game.

forward position, Frank Bright,
averaged 9.6 points per game
and pulled Kappa Sig through

naulea aown seven rebounds
per game. The first of our back
court aces and the only nonKappa Sig is Vewiser Dixon. He
was the floor general for Alpha
Phi Alpha and averaged 8.5
points per game. Rounding out
the first five is Steve Sherrick
who spearheaded Kappa Sig's
potent fast hreak and averaged
8.3 points a game.

Gary McAlpin closed out the
Miner wrestling season
with a ninth place finish in the
NCAA College Division national
finals at Brookings, South
Dakota. It was the first time the
Miners had ever recieved points
in the national standings. Steve
Ganz also competed, but did not
place.
McAlpin's fine showing closed
1972-73

out the Miners best season ever.
Their 7-3 record in dual meets
surpasses any record they had
previously achieved , and their
fourth finish in the conference
meet was also better than any
previously attained by the
grapplers. With the Miners only
losing three seniors from this
year's squad the outlook for
next season is bright.

Steve Sherrick
the wild and woolly 1inal game
versus Engine Club. At the
center position is Rich Leifield
wh~ ~ve:aged 5.7 points and

Dale

Walling

The team 's ~coring was led by
Dale Walling who averaged 17.4
points per game and who might
easily be called the best player
in intramural basketball. Dale
was a primary factor in Kappa
Sig's semifinal win over Tech
Club. His teammate at the other

Rich Liefield

Members of the second string
all-IFC basketball team are as
follows:
guards;
Tom
Headington (Lambda Chi), and
Gary Wicke <Delta Tau);
forwards: Dennis Meier (TKE ),
and Mark Cavender (Lambda
Chi ); center Mark Smith
PiKA) .

Soccer Results

UMR Drop's Two Games
In Mardi Gras Action
The UMR Rugby Club took it
on the chin this weekend in the
Mardi Gras tournament. With
the main problems being lack of
offense and traveling' difficulties, the ruggers lost two
straight.
In the first game of the
tournament the Miners played
the host team of Hammond La.
The game started badly for the
Miners as Hammond got a good
bounce of the ball in the mud
and carried it in for a try and
converted kick. Rolla then
came back as Charley Weber
made a penalty kick from the 40
yard line. Hammond didn't let
up the pressure as they
recovered the ball in the UMR
endzone. The conversion was
made. Rolla again scored as
Chaar ley Weber kicked another
penalty kick, this time from 35
yards. The half-time score was

to push the ball across.
In the second half, Rolla
again moved the ball well,but
could not score. With just five
minutes left in the game,
Memphis got off a long kick to
the Rolla end, and then converted a penalty kick to make

the score 7-0. The final score
remained 7-0.
The tournament ended with
the University of Georgia in
first , followed by the University
of Texas Medical school.
Memphis , Tenn. won the consolation bracket.

In last week 's campus soccer Kappa Sigma and TKE will
tournament action , Kappa center off at 6:30 Thursday to
Sigma looked very strong as see who will meet the winner of
they won both their games to the Black vs. Gold division
capture the Green division title. winner's game. That game will
In their first game Kappa be played at 8:00 Thursday
Sigma defeated a strong Pi evening .
Kappa Alpha team by the score
In other action last week ,
of 2-0. Two days later they
whipped the Latin Americans 4- Delta Sig beat MRHA 4-1, the
O. Tau Kappa Epsilon captured Europeans overwhelmed the
the white division playoff birth Iranians 10-0 and Sig Tau edged
by edging Delta Sigma Phi 2-1. Beta Sig 1-0.

youbu~

'em full

we'll buy

'emempfy

12-6.

To start the second half,
Charley Weber kicked another
35 yard penalty kick to close the
gap to 12-9. AS Rolla pressed
desperately for the tying three
points, Hammond was able to
score 2 trys, a penalty kick and
a conversion to make the final
score 25-9.
The next game Rolla faced
Memphis, Tenn., in a consolation bracket game. The
game was over in the first
minute as Rolla misplayed the
slick ball , giving Memphis the
ball out of bounds onthe Rolla 2
yard line Then off a line out,
Memphis slapped the ball into
the endzone and fell on it for
four points. UMR dominated
play throughout t 1e remainder
of the first half, bt:' were unable

Se ll us our cans. We'l l give you l O¢ a pound (about 1/2 ce nt a can)
for al l Stag al uminum cans or anyone else's that you bring
to Stag recyc ling centers. Now, a b ri ef pause for a commercial:
"when yo u wan t to chase a beer with a beer, start with Stag."

STAG RECYCLING CENTER
DE L EO D ISTRIB UTIN G, IN C.
Highway P & Highway 19 - Cuba , M o.
Ope n : Sat. 9 AM - Noon
C

1972 CARL1NG BREWI NG COMPANY . BE.Ll[Vllll. ILL
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GET YOUR NEW PORTRAIT BANKAMERICARD
NOW ALSO HONORED FOR FEES, BOOKS, ETC. AT UMR

NO CHARGE •.• IT'S fREEI
Introducing Portrai t BankAmericard . ..
the best idea in general purpose charge
cards since BankAmericard. It won't cost
you a cent to get one. First, there is no
charge for the privilege of carrying Portrait
BankAmericard . . . no annual "dues" or
"service fees" you have to pay for some
other cards !
Second, the color portrait itself is free.
Well take your photo right at the
University Center with a special Polaroid
ID camera that lets you see your finished
portrait in just 60 seconds'
Third , the Portrait BankAmericard
provides such foolproof identification that
we relieve you of responsibility for any

THERE'S A RECOGNIZABLE DIFFERENCE

unauthorized use of a lost or stolen
card . .. you're in no way liable'
Fourth , Portrait BankAmericard is now
honored . . . not only at thousands of
businesses and services around the city and
the world ... but also . . . for fees, books,
charges , etc at UMR and University of
Mssouri campuses in Colum bia, St. Louis
and Kansas City .
So, if you already carry BankAmericard,
come in and exchange your old card for a
new Portrait BankAmericard . . . there's no
charge! You can then start enjoying the
additional
advantages of Portrait
BankAmericard.

AND ... IT W O N'T COST YOU A CENT!

A PORTRAIT BANKAMERICARD PHOTO TEAM WILL
BE AT UNIVERSITY CENTER MARCH 7 AND 8
OF COMMERCE

II

COME IN AND GET WITH PORTRAIT BANKAMERlCARDI
GH FIRST BANK OF

BIA MO .

